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Previous assignment of OH vibrational modes in water SFG spectra wasPrevious assignment of OH vibrational modes in water SFG spectra was..

Icelike around 3200cm-1 and Liquidlike around 3450cm-1 

Ex) surface melting of ice interface, peak around 3450cm-1 as increasing 
of temperature.
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 2313 (1993).

Ex) Inducing icelike structure by coverting of alcohol at water interface
and band structure changes with temperature in air water interface 

OR

Symmetric and antisymmetric vibrational modes assigned.



In this report Mischa’s group performed SFG spectroscopy onIn this report, Mischa s group performed SFG spectroscopy on 
D2O/HDO/H2O mixture to remove  

In pure case there’s two peaks. But after 
isotopic dilution, two peaks are merged p p g
into one peaks.

Because isotopic dilution do not affect to water structure, there should be two 
peaks if icelike and liquidlike assignment is correct.

Claimed that previous assignment about bound OH has some problem.



Also, they claimed that two peaks are not orignated from ss and asAlso, they claimed that two peaks are not orignated from ss and as 
vibrational modes of water.

Because if ss = 2400cm-1 and as = 2515cm-1 than fundamental 
single OD vibrational mode will be 2460cm-1.

They suggested that these two peaks came from intra molecular coupling of 
bending mode overtone (1210cm-1) and ss mode (2460cm-1 ) of 
D O (Fermi resonance)D2O. (Fermi resonance)

For HDO, they said that bending overtone is 2900cm-1 . So, Fermi resonance 
can not occur. 



Immediately, C.S Tian and Y.R.Shen gave some comments to Maria Sovago
and Mischa Bonn.and Mischa Bonn. 

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v101/i13/e139401

Critical points are…. 

In this experiment OD spectrum was not only affected by HDO but also p p y y
D2O. 

From phase sensitive SFG experiment, these two peaks have opposite sign p p p pp g
in complex part of spectrum. 

Also, peak assignment 
about 2510cm-1 is unnatural.



J. AM. CHEM. SOC. 2009, 131, 2790–2791



Shen’s group claimed that…... 

Only by fitting about intensity spectrum, it is hard to determine 
the imaginary part of spectrum because, fitting doesn’t converse 
to unique one.to unique one. 

They took PS-SFG experiment on OH ,OD range. 

Also, they saw two peaks merged 
into one peak as HDO contribution 
increase.

There exist positive and negative 
OH,OD band before and afterOH,OD band before and after 
isotopic dilution…. 

So there’re still two componentsSo, there re still two components 



Because, OD ,OH spectral shape were same, D2O,HDO,H2O have same 
interfacial structure.interfacial structure.  

Multiplying 1.35 factor on frequency 
range, OD, OH spectrum have similar g , , p
spectral shape

So, in the spectrum of D2O/HDO/H2O 
mixture, imaginary part can be separate 
by each componentby each component

Deduced Imaginary part into HDO 
contribution. 

Confirmed that still two components 
exist



DDAA,DAA,DDA OH contribute icelike structure at first two layers  .  

Shen’s group claimed that ‘’still we are correct’’.Shen s group claimed that still we are correct .  

Icelike contributionIcelike contribution
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Liquidlike contribution
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They saw water flip-flop 
di tl b PS SFG tdirectly by PS-SFG setup
In charged interface..

Water spectrum under charged 
interface has broadband and has 
single sign.g g

Unlike usually water/vapor interfaceUnlike usually water/vapor interface 
icelike contribution didn’t appear…..

So there is no icelike structure onSo, there is no icelike structure on 
charged interface….



Also in isotopic dilution experiment,p p
Band converged to single component.

They claim that this single band 
came from ss and fr between ss and 
b di t l Mi h ’bending overtone rely on Mischa’s
conclusion.

Also they agree with the Shen group’s result (they said icelike as 
OH(X) band). But they claim that this kind of OH(X) band didn’t 
appear at charged interface / water.pp g /


